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and foolish moment", the Doctor allowed Sammy to bring
with him into the Home. The uproarious escapades of this
urchin and his canine accomplice cannot here be related.
Enough to note that masters, matrons and monitors, as
well as Barnardo himself, "were nearly driven out of their
seven senses trying to circumvent the numberless and daily
dodges of Sammy and Smut".
Barnardo's keen sense of jollity helped not a little to
make his relationships with his staff both human and
cordial. The author has had the privilege of protracted
interviews with many who worked under Barnardo for
years; and, if ever a staff was unanimous in praise of its
chief, his was. One veteran says: "The spirit the Doctor
instilled into all his colleagues might be expressed in one
word: 'Come'—not cGo9. We all felt that however hard we
worked, our Chief set us an example that left us far behind!"
Another old worker remarks: "I doubt if ever there lived
a man possessed of greater genius for inspiring in his
associates the desire to do only their best. His example
taught us the meaning of the 'Second-Mile9 life." Similar
observations might be quoted by the score. Few leaders of
men have ever expected more of their lieutenants than
Barnardo: and few have had their expectations so splendidly
fulfilled! No colleagues were of any use to him whose
hearts were not in "The Children's Cause"; and, attracting
such to him, he possessed an uncanny power of placing them.
Once he said: "I would rather have ten minutes5 interview
with a man than a bushel of testimonials". And results
justified his claim. He was endowed with a rare faculty for
penetrating a man's soul.
Yet, despite his insistence upon personal interviews,
occasionally he was deceived. Among his private letters
I find one, in his own hand, to his wife3 written from a
special-treatment centre, in 1889. After a description of his
"little darlings" and their ailments, he concluded: "Sister
M	, who is in charge, does not care one atom for them.

